
SCALAN 
MILLS

North Mill (Internal)

Building intro / Welcome
Selected Objects (Amy to Advise) Bobbins
Graffiti - stories. Message re Do not touch!
Threshing Mill

South Mill (External)

General building history
Building Material
Water wheel
Wildlife - swifts

South Mill (Internal)

Building intro / Welcome
Selected Objects
Graffiti
Threshing Mill (External)

Seminary (External)

Religion in Scotland Old vs New religion (Scalan 
Mills Leaflet)
History/ Context of the Building - (Scalan Mills 
Leaflet)
Jacobite Uprising (Scalan Mills Leaflet)
Change of use over time
Annual Pilgrimage 
“Scalan News”

Please Write Below:

If you have any comments on the above, or if there 
are additional themes you would like us to explore.

Content Found Here

Content to be developed here will explore:

General Area

Braes of Glenlivet History
Farming history / farming life
Religious history - Catholicism, secret seminary
Landscape - isolated, hidden, hills, moor, farms
River Running through
Illicit still 
Smugglers Route
Drove road - Ladder hill track
Various Walking Routes
Weather/Seasons (Snow)
Wildlife (Flora/Fauna)
Renewable Energy (from water power to Wind 
Turbines)

Masterplan

History of the site (Masterplan developed over time/
Building Uses)
Links to the wider (hidden) landscape and farming 
community 
History of use / Ownership 
Sandy Matheson last resident
Lade
Bridge
Construction / Material
Renovation (using traditional techniques and local 
resources)

North Mill (External)

History of building / Ownership
Workers
What it was used for
Relation to South Mill 
Relation to wider landscape e.g. oats grown in Braes 
taken here
What is threshing? 
Importance of threshing mill
Building Features - wheelhouse, cobbles, earth floor, pig 
door
Wildlife in Building - barn owl, pine marten,bats, 
swallows



Aim Of Interpretation

To interpret the history of the Scalan Mills and the 
important role it played within the Scalan site and the 
wider farming community of the Braes. 

Existing Interpretation

Car park, General area information (Crown Estate)
Dark Skies Panel
Seminary (internal)

TGLP Interpretive themes

A hidden landscape - history and heritage, isolated and 
remote (and inaccessible), stories of hiding

A natural landscape - important habitats and species

A Living and working landscape - farming, settlements, 
productive. 

A landscape open to adventure

Initial Thoughts
Could we introduce a series of smaller interpretation 
posts into the walk to reveal some interesting stories 
of the greater area and landscape which could also 
guide the visitor from the car park to the mills and 
seminary?

Whilst at the site, can we tell the stories of the 
buildings, the people who used it and the objects 
which make it a special place?

Can we use material to reflect the unique nature of 
the mills?  i.e could we use locally sourced timber to 
reflect the local woodland, stone to reflect the building 
external walls, or rusted metal to reflect the aging 
objects inside?



BLAIRFINDY 
CASTLE

Please Write Below:

If you have any comments on the above, or if there 
are additional themes you would like us to explore.

Content Found Here

Content to be developed here will explore:

General

Originally Blairfindy Estate (before it became Glenlivet 
Estate/Crown Estate)
Battle of Glenlivet
Well of Livet
Neighbouring Historic Castles 
Castles 3 rhyme, Doune of Dalmore fort?)
Aberdeenshire Castle trail
Wider landscape setting - farming, forestry, hills, Ben 
Rinnes
River Livet
Views 
Smugglers Trails 
Drove roads / cattle reivers
Castleton houses

Blairfindy Castle

Duke of Gordon
Jacobite rebellion / Culloden (building burnt)
History of structure and use (prisoners held here)
History of Ownership 
Coat of arms, Gordon of Cluny
Material / Construction
New layer of History 
(Architectural Drawings)



Aim Of Interpretation

To interpret the history of the Blairfindy Castle and its 
place within the wider landscape, encouraging visitor 
from the distillery to enjoy an outdoor experience.

Existing Interpretation

Finger posts at path, existing Glenlivet signage for 
various walks.

TGLP Interpretive themes

A hidden landscape - history and heritage, isolated and 
remote (and inaccessible), stories of hiding

A natural landscape - important habitats and species

A Living and working landscape - farming, settlements, 
productive. 

Landscape open to adventure

Initial Thoughts
We want to guide people from the Glenlivet Distillery 
and take them on a journey to Blairfindy Castle.  

Starting at the distillery car park we want take the 
visitor along the soon to be built pathway revealing 
small snippets of information of the greater area (e.g. 
other castles, the well, battle of Glenlivet)

When arriving at the castle we plan to create larger 
interpretation that describes the history of the castle, 
the people who owned it, architectural points of 
interest and relevant to the area.



LECHT MINE

Please Write Below:

If you have any comments on the above, or if there 
are additional themes you would like us to explore.

Content Found Here

Content to be developed here will explore:

General

River
Walk to Scalan Mills
Heather Burning
Flora / Fauna

Mine History

Building itself
Iron and Manganese mining process
Quantity of workers
Workers
Relation to Nethy Bridge furnace



Aim Of Interpretation

To interpret the history of the Lecht Mine and provide 
the participant with more information when visiting the 
site to encourage them to stop and explore T&G.

Existing Interpretation

Car park, General area information (Crown Estate)

TGLP Interpretive themes

A hidden landscape - history and heritage, isolated and 
remote (and inaccessible), stories of hiding

A natural landscape - important habitats and species

A Living and working landscape - farming, settlements, 
productive. 

A landscape open to adventure – outdoor activities

Initial Thoughts
This is a site which employed tens of people but now 
looks like an object which is sitting desolate in the 
landscape.

Could we use interpretation or an artwork to give a 
sense of what the building use was once like? 

Could we also create several small wayfinding 
stories which guide the viewer from the car park and 
up the path towards the building.  This could help 
contextualise the building and reveal some interesting 
flora/ fauna information on the general area.



FEATURE 
BRIDGES

Please Write Below:

If you have any comments on the above, or if there 
are additional themes you would like us to explore.

Content Found Here

Content to be developed here will explore:

Old Bridge of Livet

General

Other key bridges in area
Overall TGLP information
Sites to visit
Relation to Carrbridge

Bridge History

River Livet

Avon Bridge

General

Military Road Bridge
Overall TGLP
Other Bridges
Key Walk Routes



Aim Of Interpretation

To reveal interesting snippets of information on both 
bridges and their significance to the area.

Existing Interpretation

Car park, Stone Cairn, Cast panel (Old Bridge of Livet)

TGLP Interpretive themes

A hidden landscape - history and heritage, isolated and 
remote (and inaccessible), stories of hiding

A natural landscape - important habitats and species

A Living and working landscape - farming, settlements, 
productive. 

A landscape open to adventure – outdoor activities

Initial Thoughts
Both the Avon Bridge and Old Bridge of Livet are 
beautiful pieces of stone infrastructure which are a 
great place to pause and eat or drink.  

Could we enhance the interpretation already there 
and provide some information on the significance of 
these bridges, the network they were part of, or stories 
relevant to them?



TOMINTOUL 
VILLAGE

Please Write Below:

If you have any comments on the above, or if there 
are additional themes you would like us to explore.

Content Found Here

Content to be developed here will explore:

General

Village Information
Part of Cairngorms National Park (facts)
General TGLP Information (Map)
Village / Area History
Discovery Centre
Town Plan
Land Regeneration
Wildlife
Whisky - all sites (oldest working distillery in 
Highlands)
Walk and Bike Trails (Old Timber Road/The Ladder 
Road/Old Drove Road from Tomintoul to Invercauld)
Local Business
Highland Games
Language / Place names
Dark Sky Discovery Sites
Ailnack Gorge / Bird Hide / Victor Gaffney Viewpoint



Initial Thoughts
Could we use a bespoke map to encourage visitors 
to travel to different Tomintoul and Glenlivet sites 
through using the existing walking routes?

A detailed map (perhaps in 3D) could be a great way 
to showcase the greater landscape of Tomintoul and 
Glenlivet.

Aim Of Interpretation

To provide orientation within the village, highlighting 
key sites and  businesses to visit.

To provide orientation within the wider T&G area and 
National Park, showcasing the key sites to visit. 

Existing Interpretation

The Square:  

T&G info and map (Crown Estate)

Panel with village map, business listings and history 
info (out of date)
 
Public Carpark: 

History of the village and local information 
Map with business listings (out of date)

TGLP Interpretive themes

A hidden landscape - history and heritage, isolated and 
remote (and inaccessible), stories of hiding

A natural landscape - important habitats and species

A Living and working landscape - farming, settlements, 
productive. 

A landscape open to adventure – outdoor activities



ENVIRONMENTAL 
PROJECTS

Please Write Below:

If you have any comments on the above, or if there 
are additional themes you would like us to explore.

Content Found Here

Content to be developed here will explore:

Woodland Improvement

Natural
Improvement of visual landscape
Enhanced wildlife habitat
Connectivity of habitats
Native species planting
Carbon storage

Living and working
Post war afforestation
Forestry industry (traditions, machinery changes, 
employment)
Importance of timber - uses

Our Water Environment River 

Slowing the flow of water
Restoring and enhancing rivers and burns
River bank restoration
Green engineering - log jams, willow spiling
Examples at Auchriachan, Delnabo, Fordmouth
Adapting to Climate change

Eg Fish barrier easement project

Removing barriers and building fish passes to enable 
fish to get upstream to spawn
Conglass river tributaries
Before and after 

Key message - the traditional farming systems in T&G 
area provide important habitats for nationally declining 
wader species such as lapwing and curlew.

T&G Important area for farmland waders
Improving habitat for waders
Management practices - cutting rushes, creating 
scrapes, weed wiping, cattle grazing
Bird hide, Tomintoul



FISHING FOR THE 
FUTURE

Please Write Below:

If you have any comments on the above, or if there 
are additional themes you would like us to explore.

Content Found Here

Content to be developed here will explore:

Aim of interpretation  

To highlight the importance of salmon and the River 
Avon and promote angling opportunities in T&G. 

TGLP Interpretive themes

A landscape open to adventure - outdoor activities on 
offer
A natural landscape - important habitats and species

Key message (from TGLP Comms strategy) - The River 
Avon is one of the most significant salmon spawning 
and juvenile sites in the Spey catchment.

General

River Avon and Livet - tributaries of the Spey 
Conservation value for salmon and other species (SAC)
Habitats - Woodland / River Bank / Land Regeneration
Rivers / Burns in TGLP
Flora / Fauna (fish/insects/riverside plants etc)

Fishing

Fishing for all 
Where to fish (beat maps)
Catch and release policy
Good practice
Fishing season - dates
Permits
Contact info for 3 fishing associations: 
River Avon Fishing Association
Tomintoul Fishing Association
Glenlivet and Inveravon Community Fishing Association

Initial Thoughts

We are planning to create a leaflet design and 
potentially information posts to let people know the 
encouraging action taking place with fishing for the 
future.



COMMUNITY 
CULTURAL 
HERITAGE

Wester Scalan

Building remains still visible above ground. Linked to 
stories in Braes of Glenlivet book.

Craighead farmstead, Tomnavoulin 

Building remains, much still remain above ground, 
however, some now reduced to footings.

Inverblye, Braes of Glenlivet (written description and 
photographs)

Building remains still visible above ground of a 
farmstead. 2-3 buildings visible and enclosed
yard.

Fuarandearg and Larryvarry (written descriptions 
and photographs of 9 buildings)

Building remains of a number of buildings located 
in the Braes of Glenlivet, close to Scalan. Various 
stages of degradation. Fuarandearg and one of the 
Larryvarry houses have their rooves.

Achfad, Morinsh

Nor recorded yet but is planned for Spring 2020. 
Remains of a farmstead, 3 buildings, enclosed 
yard and a well. Located in forestry land and was 
once part of the Ballindalloch Estate (now Forestry 
Commission).

Discovered 15 bronze age hut circles in the Braes of 
Glenlivet, two in A’anside and two on Deskie Hill
 
Please Write Below:

If you have any comments on the above, or if there 
are additional themes you would like us to explore.

Sites Explored

Content to be developed here will explore:

Knock Farm Steading (A’anside) 

Steading building on A’anside. Much of the building 
was still roofed at the time of the recording but it is 
deteriorating.

The lost settlement of Uchdan (near Croughly)

Located just off the Speyside Way Spur in a farmers 
field the distinct shapes of 7 buildings and an enclosure 
are still visible. Some of the buildings are earlier than 
others.

The lost Croughly Distillery

Located next to the Speyside Way Spur in a farmers 
field it is possible to work around the distinctive 
earthworks.

Settlement of buildings near Croughly Distillery

The footings of 7 buildings are visible in the field 
opposite the Distillery. Some of these may link to the 
Distillery but not certain. Some appear to be earlier 
than others. These are located in the rough grass of a 
farmers field.

Lecht Mine building remains

Building remains (primarily footings) are found 
slightly away from the Lecht Mine along a track. One 
is quite regular and could be linked to the mine works. 
There are a number of smaller buildings that could 
be shielings pre-dating the mining works. Elevation 
drawings have also been done on the Lecht Mine.

Thain Steading (Braes of Glenlivet)

Steading building unroofed. Final composite image not 
completed.

Clash of Scalan 

Building remains still visible above ground. Linked to 
stories in Braes of Glenlivet book.



Initial Thoughts
The Community Cultural Heritage project has 
explored heritage assets throughout the TGLP 
area and began to reveal exiting stories across the 
landscape.  

Could we work with the community to develop a 
series of snippet stories, each relevant to their site, 
and are interlinked with the existing walkways / 
trails which include the Speyside Way.

Aim Of Interpretation

To provide site by site specific information which spans 
across various time periods.  Only the most significant 
/ relevant / accessible to the community to be selected 
for interpretation panels.

Additional content could be shown via the archive or 
the website.

Existing Interpretation

No physical interpretation existing to date

TGLP Interpretive themes

A hidden landscape - history and heritage, isolated and 
remote (and inaccessible), stories of hiding

A natural landscape - important habitats and species

A Living and working landscape - farming, settlements, 
productive. 

A landscape open to adventure – outdoor activities


